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INTRODUCTION

Software-as-a-Service, also known as Cloud Software,

has become the predominant mode for developing

and delivering information management solutions. It

offers numerous advantages for both vendor and user

by putting administration directly into the hands of

the people who know the most about the software.

With the QLIMS SaaS solution, laboratories get the

resources of a massive industrial datacenter, system

monitoring and maintenance by full-time DevOps

engineers, and multiple levels of security protecting

their system and its data. Migrating to cloud from on-

premises solutions offers excellent value to any lab.

INFRASTRUCTURE

QLIMS is hosted on the world-class Amazon Web

Services infrastructure. At time of writing, AWS has

77 datacenters (Availability Zones) in 24 regions,

with three more regions coming soon, making it by

far the largest cloud services provider in the world.

This allows us to leverage the power and efficiency

of shared infrastructure to deliver performant,

reliable service with none of the heavy start-up and

administration costs of an on-premises solution.
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LEVERAGING THE CLOUD

A traditional on-premise server solution has a number

of undesirable properties. It is expensive. It is

inflexible. It presents a single point of failure. It

makes it difficult to grant access to third parties and

employees working outside of the office. Maintenance

and upgrades are long, manual, and failure-prone.
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QLIMS SAAS

AWS CloudFront (accelerated content distribution

from more than 200 global edge locations)

AWS ECS Fargate (scalable computing that

requisitions more resources during times of heavy

usage)

AWS RDS for Microsoft SQL Server (managed

enterprise database)

AWS Elasticsearch Service (dedicated search engine

for rapid navigation)

AWS Cognito User Pools (flexible user login

supporting numerous pluggable authentication

methods)

The QLIMS SaaS solution seamlessly brings together

the dozens of services offered by Amazon Web

Services in their world-class datacenters to offer a

coherent LIMS solution to you. Get the low latency of

CloudFront CDN, the security of Cognito User Pools,

and the scaling of ECS Fargate powering up your lab.

Then let OnQ Software take care of implementing and

administering them. Some of the AWS technologies

used by QLIMS include:
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DEVELOPMENT

QLIMS is under continuous development by full-time

software engineers. We use a technique called 'Agile

Development' that prioritizes development tasks by what

most affects our users, especially bug fixes and high-

value feature additions. Work is done in short one-week

cycles called "sprints", which allows us to be responsive

to changing customer needs and priorities. Before any

code is deployed to clients, it undergoes extensive

manual and automated testing for new functionality and

regression alike.

MAINTENANCE &
UPDATES

Unlike on-premise solutions, the QLIMS SaaS solution

removes the need for you or your IT team to concern

yourself with maintenance tasks and software updates.

We will apply continuous updates in a rolling manner

that will usually require no downtime. If planned

downtime is required, we will reach out to you to

arrange a window outside of business hours to perform

the work. Because your system is separated on an

infrastructure level from any other client, planned

upgrades and maintenance are entirely at your

discretion.
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NETWORK SECURITY

TLS protocol version 1.3

256-bit AES (Rjindael) symmetric block cipher

operating in Galois/Counter Mode

Diffie-Helman key exchange on the standardized

P-384 elliptic curve

1024-bit RSA public key host authentication

QLIMS is set up with an aggressive firewall solution

that leverages the full power of AWS software-defined

networking and Security Groups. Access to the system

is restricted to a short list of IP ranges including your

lab and offices and denied from any other address.

This makes most denial-of-service attacks infeasible as

an attacker would need to overwhelm the network

infrastructure of the entire AWS datacenter before

connections to your QLIMS system would be affected.

Traffic between your facilities and QLIMS in the cloud

is secured with industry-standard TLS (Transport Layer

Security) encryption and PKI (Public Key

Infrastructure) authentication. This is the same

combination of technologies that the largest

corporations in the world use to secure trillions of

dollars of ecommerce every year. Traffic within the

AWS datacenter between the different parts of the

QLIMS application is similarly always encrypted,

authenticated, and firewalled. QLIMS supports a wide

variety of cipher suites and key exchange mechanisms

for compatibility, performance, and security. 

At time of writing, some of our supported state-of-

the-art cryptographic primitives include:
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APPLICATION SECURITY

Users within QLIMS are authenticated using AWS

Cognito, a pluggable identity provider that supports

authentication schemes including one-factor password

login, two-factor password/SMS login, and many variants

of organizational single sign-on. User authentication can

be as streamlined or as complex as your business

requires. All logins to the system are recorded along

with the accessing IP address. QLIMS uses role-based

security to allow fine-grained control of what aspects of

the system individual users, or entire groups of users,

are allowed to access and/or modify. Human users and

API integrations are controlled the same way, down to

allowing and denying access to individual API endpoints.

NON-DISCLOSURE

OnQ Software can provide customers with a non-

disclosure agreement upon request which covers all of

their private data and business practices. This is backed

up by NDAs signed by all on OnQ Software’s

employees and contractors. All of the data stored on

Amazon Web Services is encrypted with keys we

control. Because we develop our own software and

manage our own cloud infrastructure, we have no third-

parties besides AWS who come into contact with your

privileged information.
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DATA SECURITY

The most valuable part of your QLIMS system is the

data and our cloud architecture reflects that. All of

the data in your system is encrypted on-disk with 256-

bit AES encryption meaning that even if an attacker

were able to get direct access to the hard drives

containing your data its contents would be totally

inscrutable.

QLIMS stores its data using Microsoft SQL Server and

Elasticsearch which are designed with write-ahead

transaction logs that guarantees data consistency

even in the event of sudden shutdown or processor

failure. If the QLIMS interface confirms an operation,

users can be certain that their work has been

persisted to a redundant disk array.

BACKUP

Your QLIMS system is backed up on two independent

levels. On an infrastructure level where the database

receives daily backups and, the Elasticsearch index

where hourly snapshots are taken. These are retained

for at least two weeks. On an application level, the

built-in audit trail mechanism records every addition

to, modification of, or deletion from the database on

a per-element level. 
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Protect valuable data by enforcing a regular

backup schedule.

Retain backups as required by auditors or internal

compliance.

Reduce storage costs by deleting outdated

backups.

Every parameter on every sample has an immutable

history spanning all the way back to its creation.

Then using Amazon Cloud Watch event to automate

the creation, retention, and deletion of snapshots

taken to back up our EBS volumes2. To save storage

costs, successive snapshots are incremental,

containing only the volume data that changed since

the previous snapshot. When one snapshot is deleted

in a series of snapshots for a volume, only the data

unique to that snapshot is removed. The rest of the

captured history of the volume is preserved.

EBS volume backup automation helps us to:

FACILITY SECURITY

OnQ Software's offices have 24/7 electronic security,

including visible and infrared camera monitoring and

RFID token-controlled door access.

All staff are electronic access cards and any visitors

are logged into the booking system and supervised

the entire time.
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We need to be able to trust

the data. The data is

everything.

DISASTER
RECOVERY

We automatically keep copies of the latest

backup volume in the different geographical

region other than the zone the instance is

hosted (1). Backup data and logs across

different geographical locations are stored at

regular intervals. In case of disaster, OnQ

Software can restore your applications using

point-in-time backups stored in the secondary

Region. This minimizes data loss and recovery

time.

(1)https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/late

st/UserGuide/ebs-copy-snapshot.html
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ISO/IEC 27001

ISO 27001 is an information management security

standard developed in 2005 that details the governance

of management so that processes and policies are

consistently and reliably deployed and enforced. The

standard dictates how data is stored, managed, and how

information assets are disposed of. The policies in place  

also establish clear standards for access control,

password management, and network security. 

OnQ Software's internal quality system aligns with ISO

27001. The location in which QLIMS is developed has

not been audited and therefore does not have a formal

certification.

INTERNAL QMS

The internal quality management system's  (QMS)

purpose is to ensure we meet our quality goals for

software development and enhance customer

experience.

It is a formalized system which documents process,

procedures and responsibilities which are constantly

reviewed by the nominated quality assurance

champion.By operating in accordance with the defined

procedures, every time a process is performed the

same information, methods, skills and controls are used

and applied in a consistent manner.
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21 CFR Part 11 is the FDA's regulations for

electronic documentation and electronic

signatures and comprises a set of rules for the

administration of electronic records.

The combination of standard QLIMS functions

like audit trail access and the electronic

signature function is offered by OnQ Software

to enable CFR 21 Part 11 compliance. The

electronic signature function provides a flexible

means for allowing you to define the events

that require electronic signatures and apply

them there. The electronic signature can be

entered via keyboard or via a biometric reading

device.

This compliance along with OnQ Software’s

expertise means that customers have a

smoother path towards validating their system

& process.
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